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To this latter category belong not only such continuing or
chronic expenses as the rearing of children, but also some non-
continuing or acute expenses such as marriage and burial.
These last moreover are social institutions as well as physical
contingencies. They are therefore more effective than any
other physical contingencies in driving men towards debt or
thrift, instalment purchase or prepayment—even though; by a
piece of strange economic perversity, prepayment has in the
case of funerals turned to be more expensive than instalment
buying.
To enable the British people to live up to their burial
standards, the pennies and shillings of the poor have been
collected on a continually increasing scale by non-profit-
making mutual burial societies and dividend-distributing pro-
prietary industrial assurance companies. As these expanded
during the nineteenth century, the self-governing character of
the mutual burial societies became a legal fiction; their
government passed partly under the control of collectors who
bought their jobs from their predecessors, and partly under
that of managers who thus became virtually self-perpetuating
rather than representative. The proprietary industrial assur-
ance companies also provided a wonderful opportunity for
money-making; they needed but little capital, for they did
not, like manufacturing concerns, have to invest in expensive
plant; indeed, most of their nominal capital has represented
stock dividends rather than original cash investment.
Industrial assurance has always been to a large extent
illegal, although the law has slowly been adapted to its
demands. Insurance of the life-of-another—neither self nor
spouse nor a person in whom the proposer has a direct
pecuniary interest—was legalized in respect of a child in 1896
and of a parent, grandparent or grandchild, brother or sister,
in 1909. Keeping always a profitable step ahead of the law,
industrial assurance has interpreted direct c funeral expenses'
as though they include indirect' expenses incurred in connec-
tion with the death or funeral' of the assured. In so doing,
it has issued burial policies to persons' with no liability for

